
 

The story is about a young woman, whose family is arranged the marriage with a guy living in the United States. The guy never
shows up and sends money for her return ticket. After she arrives, she decides to go back to India and live what life has left for
her. This movie not only entertains you but also makes you think about life, love and happiness and how difficult it can be to
find them sometimes. The movie has won the following awards. A student group at University of Waterloo made a parody of
this movie called "Waterloo, Life is Beautiful".

This movie was released in Tamil as Neerparavai (நீர் பறவை) on 6 February 2010.

This movie was very successful in the Hindi Belt. It had the 4th highest opening for an Aamir Khan film with 8.5 million
rupees, which is very high for that region where Bollywood movies are the most popular. Bhavana dubbed in Tamil after
listening to Kalloori Vaanila Kalangalil song. A Bihari and a Bengali drama and comedy troupe named "Ganadevta" (গণদেৱতা)
staged a play based on this movie.

The soundtrack for this film was composed by A. R. Rahman. The lyrics were penned by Gulzar, who also wrote the dialogues
for the film, which are adapted from Fyodor Dostoyevsky's short stories "White Nights" and "The Elder Sister". The complete
soundtrack was released on 28 September 2009 on iTunes India. The album has received positive reviews. Glamsham gave the
album 4 stars out of 5 and said, "This is A R Rahman's Master Class Class." Rediff gave it 3.5/5 stars and said that "Life is
Beautiful is India's first classical score in the backdrop of a 'masala' film. IndiaGlitz also gave it 3.5/5 stars and stated, "A R
Rahman’s music in Life Is Beautiful will appeal to all types of audiences." Behindwoods Bollywood rated it 2. 5/5 and said, "A
R Rahman is a great music composer and this is his best score, but it doesn't live up to his expectations." BBC wrote: "The
orchestration of A.R. Rahman's score may not be for everyone; the music might seem samey at times; but for others it will be an
uplifting soundtrack." Hindustan Times rated the album 3.5/5 stars and said, "It has all the conventional Indian instruments
including tabla, flute, violin, harmonium, guitar and violin besides traditional musical instruments like mridangam (a South
Indian percussion instrument), tabla (a Central Asian drum) and shehnai (an Indian wind instrument).
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